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Introduction
The level of responses by students for this paper was generally good. There was a wide
range of marks but overall the standard was pleasing.  Students have clearly learnt well
some areas of the Specification, and were able to tackle questions on these topics. However,
some topics were found more challenging and the marks for these questions were mixed.
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Question 1
This was a popular question, with the marks attained for answers around average. The
general layout of the Statement of Cash Flow (IAS7) was good as were the calculations, the
use of brackets, and the headings. Answers for (b) however, were often weak. Although
a number of formulas were allowed for the gearing ratio, some students still struggled to
produce a correct formula. Evaluation of the change in the gearing ratio was often “thin”,
with students merely repeating parts of the question such as “a bank loan was received”.
Common errors were:
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•

Workings were not shown in some calculations, so a wrong answer meant zero marks
were scored eg for depreciation, disposal of non-current asset, dividends, interest.

•

Incorrect labelling of sub totals. A cash inflow must be labelled “Net cash from….”, and a
cash outflow labelled “Net cash used in…..”

•

Payment to acquire shares in other companies was often placed in Financing Activities
instead of Investing Activities.

•

Many students overlooked the debenture, which was in current liabilities for 2014 as it
was about to mature, when calculating the gearing ratio.

•

Using the misguided principle that a high number is always better than a low number,
many answers stated that an increase in gearing was good.
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Examiner Comments

This student has shown all workings clearly to calculate depreciation on page 1. In the
Non-current assets account, the depreciation figure is not correct, but 3 marks out of
5, have been attained. One mark for balance b/f, one for disposal, and one for balance c/f.
The heading is not correct. It should say "Statement of Cash Flow for year ended 31
March 2015" as per IAS 7, not "Cash Flow Statement"
Investing Activities and Financing Activities have an outflow of cash, so the label should
say eg "Net cash flow used in Investing Activities".
No workings shown for Interest, so wrong figure gains no marks. Good to see workings
shown for Dividends.
A total of 19 marks were obtained for section (a), an average score.
On Page 6, it is good that the student has clearly shown the formula used for calculating
the gearing ratio. This enables the examiner to tie in the figures to the formula chosen.
This student has spotted the debentures in current liabilities and gearing calculations are
correct for a full 6 marks.
In the written evaluation, the increase in the gearing ratio of 7.1% has been correctly
identified for 2 further marks. The remainder of the answer is merely quoting parts of the
question, or incorrect theory.
A total of 8 marks were attained for section (b).
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Question 2
This was the least popular question in Section A, and the least well answered. Section (a)
was often completed correctly, but answers for (b) were variable. Students found calculating
the closing inventory the most challenging part of (b). Answers to (c) were disappointing, as
over half of students did not even attempt to use marginal costing theory to make a decision
as to which orders to accept. Some even thought the question required a choice of one out
of the three possible offers, instead of addressing each offer separately. However, there
were some reasonably good attempts at discussing the relevant points in section (d).
Common errors were:
•

Using the size of the order to calculate the production of t-shirts for the year, despite
bullet point 6 in the source booklet stating this was not the case.

•

When calculating revenue in (b), the production quantity was used, not the sales
quantity.

•

An incorrect 5 000 units was used for a quantity figure for closing inventory, forgetting
about the 4 200 units of opening inventory that had to be added on.

•

Inaccurate figures for the value of closing inventory, often with no workings.

•

Using the size of the order, or the revenue figure, to decide which offers to accept,
instead of marginal costing theory in (c).
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Examiner Comments

Section (a) shows all workings and arrives at the correct answer for full 6 marks.
In section (b), the student has an incorrect figure for closing inventory for absorption
costing, but has shown no workings, so no marks. Fixed overheads of 122 500 have also
been omitted, so a good score of 16 for this section.
It is possible to answer the calculations for (c) in table form, as this student has done. The
table shows the unit figures for sales revenue, variable costs, and contribution. From here,
the student can decide which offers are suitable to accept. The final conclusion of which is
the "best offer" does not work against the marks awarded for a decision about each of the
three offers. An excellent 13 out of 14 marks here.
For section (d), an average 5 marks were awarded. Much of the comment is quite general,
but 2 marks were awarded for the third sentence about accounting standards etc. One mark
was given for the penultimate sentence and two for the conclusion. The student could have
made more specific points.
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Question 3
This was the most popular question on the whole paper, and answers were very good.
Most students were able to calculate correctly the weighted average cost of capital in (a).
A disappointing few, still wrongly selected Option B, on the basis that it had the highest
figure. The calculations in (c), including depreciation, were handled extremely well, with
many arriving at the correct net present value figure. A pleasing majority of students were
able to calculate the average rate of return. Answers to (e) were fairly good, although many
concentrated on generic answers such as “figures are estimates”, rather than interpret
figures found for net present value and average rate of return.
Common errors were:
•

Choosing the wrong discount rate in (c), which did not agree with the decision in (b).

•

Using the net present value calculated in (c) for the surplus of the project in (d).

•

Not using the calculations from (c) and (d) in the evaluation in (e).
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Examiner Comments

This student manages to score a very good 11 out of 12 marks available. This is done by
including a number of points, although only one is developed to earn two marks. The scoring
is:
For
1) 1 mark
2) no marks
3) 1 mark
4) +
5) together 1 mark
Against
1) 1 mark
2) 1 mark
3) 2 marks
4) 1 mark
5) 1 mark
Conclusion 2 marks
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Question 4
This was the least popular question from Section B, with marks obtained around average. A
surprisingly large number of students included depreciation in the expenses section of the
cash budget. A really basic error. Many calculated drawings to be £720 a month, instead
of £1 440, overlooking the word “each”. However, the monthly totals and the balancing off
were usually done very well. In section (b), it was disappointing how many students wrongly
used the words profit or loss, instead of positive or negative cash flow. Many must have had
question one still in their minds as they felt the bank loan would increase gearing.
Common errors were:
•

Failure to use a columnar format for the cash budget in (a).

•

Including Farm shop expenses of £280 as an expense for each of the 6 months, instead
of just 2 months.

•

Labelling the monthly balance as “profit” or “loss”.

•

Not including the opening balance as an overdraft of £4 000 ie (4 000).

•

Missing the point of the question in (b) by arguing George and Mary should issue shares
instead.
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Examiner Comments

This student has included depreciation of £150 each month in error. Drawings are recorded
at only £720 a month instead of £1440. The opening overdraft of £4 000 has been omitted.
Other balancing off is correct, and a total of 20 marks was achieved for (a). A very good
score.
In (b) 2 marks are awarded for what the loan can be used for, and 2 more for the interest
lower than an overdraft. The case against gets one mark, saying the interest will reduce
profit. Finally, only one mark is given for what may be a vague conclusion, given at the
start. The student scored 6 marks for section (b).
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Question 5
This was a below average question in popularity and scoring. Many students in (a), tried
to calculate the purchase price by subtracting the value of the liabilities from the value of
the assets. However, the question clearly stated the purchase price was calculated as a
cash payment to shareholders. The mark scheme for (b) shows the Acquisition account in
the form of a control account, which many students showed. However, a “mirror reversal”
was acceptable, as the company could skip the "control account" step. The company would
merely credit assets in the Acquisition account, and debit the assets account with the
assets acquired. Whichever method was used, goodwill was often omitted. Section (c) saw
reasonable answers, with marks usually obtained when the figures were straightforward
additions. However, more difficult figures, such as Cash or Ordinary shares presented
problems. Most students managed to include enough in the evaluation to obtain reasonably
good scores for (d).
Common errors:
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•

Using the wrong method to calculate the purchase price in (a).

•

Failing to include goodwill, and the cash purchase price in (b), or balance off the
account.

•

Omitting goodwill paid from the statement of financial position after the purchase.

•

Not deducting the cash paid out to buy Lifejoy plc from the cash figure for Middle East
Medical plc.

•

Adding items from the equity section of Lifejoy plc Statement of Financial Position to the
equity section of Middle East Medical plc.
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Examiner Comments

Correct method used in (a) for 4 marks.
Full 6 marks obtained for a "mirror reversal" of mark scheme in (b).
A weak section (d) scores only 2 marks, one for each side of the argument.
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Examiner Comments

This student has scored 8 out of the 14 marks available.
The 6 errors where marks are not achieved are:
Property, plant and equipment calculations
Goodwill omitted
Cash - added on Lifejoy plc cash by mistake. Question states this asset is not taken over.
Ordinary shares of £0.25 - included £24 000 000 of Lifejoy in error.
Share premium - added in Lifejoy plc in error.
Current tax payable - included Lifejoy, although question states this is a liability that
Middle East Medical plc will not settle.
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Question 6
This was quite a popular question, and the scores achieved were reasonably good.
Most students managed to complete the variances in (a) without too much difficulty.
Calculating the variances in (b) however, was found much more difficult. Responses to (c)(i)
were disappointing as many students really gave answers that were for semi-fixed costs or
even variable costs ie a rise in output. However, (c)(ii) was better, with good examples and
some sensible reasons given. Answers to (d) were generally good, as students were able to
address the question with confidence.
Common errors were:
•

Confusion between, or failure to show, adverse and favourable variances in (a).

•

Failure to calculate correctly the net profit variance in (a), as an addition was required,
not a subtraction.

•

Inability to substitute the correct figures into what was often the correct formulae in (b).

•

In (c)(i), explanations that were vague and did not really get it right.

•

Explanations in (c)(ii) that were better suited to variable costs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Examiner Comments

In (a), to calculate Net profit variance the student needed to add figures not subtract. 6
marks scored here.
In c(i), answer makes no mention of time, but refers to business expansion instead. Score 0.
For c(ii), the 3 examples given are fine. The argument for rent is acceptable, as it mentions
buying a new area for production. The depreciation reason fails to score, as it would not
make sense using the reducing balance method, and depletion is associated with taking
resources from a mine. The reasons given for insurance are good. 5 marks were scored.
The answer for (d) managed to score 5 marks without going into any real depth, or giving
a conclusion. The case For scored 2 marks, mentioning variances and decision-making. The
case Against scored 3 marks, mentioning time/money, expertise, and estimates.
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Question 7
This was the most popular question in Section B, and the marks attained were fairly good. It
was pleasing to see that most students were able to handle the ratio calculations. The ratio
that gave the most problem was (a)(i) where many had the wrong capital employed figure.
As usual, a number of students failed to give units to their answers. Scores for (b) were also
pleasing, especially since this question had not been asked before. However, answers for (c)
were very muddled, with a very basic analysis of “a bigger number is better than a smaller
number”. It required some calculations to conclude that actually dividends received would be
larger with Kowloon, despite China Capital having a greater figure.
•

Common errors were:

•

Not showing units with answers for (a).

•

Mixing up the figures of both companies when putting forward an argument in (c).

•

Giving meaningless comments about comparative share prices, as the face value of
China Capital plc shares was not given.

•

Making superficial comments about dividends per share, without thinking through the
relative share prices.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved a below average mark of 3. Scoring:
For
1) theory is wrong
2) dividend cover can be argued both ways (generosity versus safety) but this answer argues
neither
3)this means nothing without mentioning the price of the share. We know ROCE in Kowloon is
better.
Against
1) true, but marks have already been awarded for this calculation in (b)
2) correct - 1 mark
3) correct, and further calculation to work out the difference, giving 2 marks
Conclusion
Wrong conclusion given figures and the students' own argument for keeping is not appropriate
- 0 marks
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, students are offered the following advice:
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•

At this level it is to be expected that students are aware of the difference between profit
and net cash flow. In questions 1 and 4, the correct labels would have been eg “Net
Cash from Operating Activities” or “Net monthly cash flow”. To include the word “profit”
would have been wrong.

•

Students would be advised to try to learn all formulas required for the examination.
Although no marks were given for stating the correct formulas in this examination,
knowledge of the exact formulas was needed in order to calculate the correct answer.

•

There is a clear benefit from showing all workings. If a student makes a mistake early
in the question, they may not achieve any marks for the figure calculated. However, if
this figure is taken forward and treated correctly, the students will benefit from the “own
figure rule” and score marks.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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